role modelling respect
Macedon Ranges Case study

introduction
In early 2020, Cobaw Community Health collaborated with the Woodend/Hesket
Football & Netball Club (WHFNC) on a project called Role Modelling Respect. This
involved inviting players and members of the wider club community to be
photographed holding a statement that models respectful behaviour or challenges
harmful social norms.
The project aimed to promote a club culture that is inclusive and where every member
of the club is valued. The portraits were taken by professional photographer and club
member and supporter Sally Frank.
Originally the portraits were to be unveiled at a club event and displayed in the WHFNC
club rooms. However due to the Covid-19 pandemic this was not possible and therefore
the exhibition was moved online and became a social media campaign. Weekly posts
were developed to be shared on both the Cobaw Community Health and WHFNC social
media pages.

“The role modelling respect
program has been a great
way for our club to reach
out to our supporters and
the local community in a
different way than we have
previously using familiar
people around the club to
get across the messages
we see as important”

Paul Podbury, Woodend Hesket Football Club President

“A successful sports club
works with succession
planning, which ideally
extends to conduct and
culture and values of the
club, not just its finances.
Junior players grow up to
play seniors, then retire to
play masters. Role modelling
ensures that a club remains
strong and consistent across
generations”.

Ben Bush, Woodend Hesket Masters Football Club President

messaging
Participants were able to select their own statements to display or create
their own. There were 13 different displays on Placards. The three most
popular were:

“PLAY LIKE A GIRL”
IS NOT AN INSULT.
CALL IT OUT

ENCOURAGE
MEN AND BOYS TO
TALK ABOUT THEIR
THOUGHTS AND
FEELINGS

64

club and community
members supported
this project

IT’S OK TO ASK
FOR HELP

The least popular message was 'I dont need booze to have a good time' - no one chose to be
photographed holding this statement. This may be due to cultures of alcohol use in Australian
community sporting clubs

reach of messaging
Social media posts shared on the Cobaw Facebook page on average reached 381 people and
received 16 likes and 40 engagements per weekly post.
Posts shared on the WHFNC Facebook page reached on average 786 people, and received 44
likes and 303 engagements per weekly post.
Star Weekly and Midland Express newspapers both featured stories on the project – including a link
for community members to view the portraits online.

Learnings
WHFNC were initially inconsistent in sharing the weekly social media posts, though this began to improve after
week 6. In future, when partnering with community groups and clubs Cobaw will be more explicit about the
requirements of the project. This may involve developing a simple memorandum of understanding clearly outlining
what is expected of each project partner. We do acknowledge however that WHFNC is a volunteer-run community
sporting club, whose social media pages are also run by volunteers.

For further information contact Jenny Cowan, Cobaw Community Health jenny.cowan@cobaw.org.au

